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Cooperative dynamic free-space optical (FSO) networks exploit the fact that atmospheric losses are distance
dependent to enhance the performance of FSO networks. This enhancement is achieved by sharing the resources
of shorter links among different nodes in the network. In this paper, two joint transceiver placement and resource
allocation schemes are proposed to optimally place FSO redundant transceivers based on optimal resource alloca-
tion in cooperative dynamic FSO networks. Specifically, one scheme increases reliability and capacity, while the
other increases reliability and fairness of cooperative dynamic FSO networks during severe weather conditions.
The schemes are formulated as multi-objective and bi-level integer linear programming problems and solved
using an exhaustive search to obtain optimal solutions. The numerical results reveal that higher reliabilities can
be achieved with enhanced capacities and fairness using the first and second schemes, respectively. Furthermore,
these improvements are achieved by using many fewer numbers of FSO redundant transceivers than those of
random placement. © 2019 Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

A free-space optical (FSO) link can provide transmission of
several gigabytes over a few kilometers distance. FSO presents
a promising solution for the last-mile connectivity problem,
where several remote nodes have to be connected to a center
backbone node. This is because of its multiple advantages
such as wide bandwidth, high security, cost effectiveness, and
flexible networks. Figure 1 shows one possible application for
FSO links [1,2]. Regardless of the attractive features of FSO,
it suffers from free-space channel impairments in the infrared
(IR) band spectrum, i.e., weather conditions, background
radiation, air turbulence, and eye safety regulations [1,3,4].
The weather conditions include fog, rain, snow, and dust that
could absorb and scatter the transmitted optical signal [5].

Generally, FSO networks need topology control schemes
that focus on how nodes communicate with the backbone
node and to overcome the interruption of FSO links [6].
Practically, there are several challenges that complicate the
operation of FSO topology control schemes. Mainly, due to
the implementation cost, there is a limited number of deployed
FSO transceivers that can affect the connectivity of the FSO

network. Also, FSO links have small transmission distances, so
many hops are needed to enlarge the service area [7].

A better performance of FSO networks can be obtained in
various weather conditions by implementing dynamic con-
figuration management, where the traffic of each node can be
rerouted to intermediate nodes in order to reach the backbone
node. Recently, the development of pointing, acquisition, and
tracking (PAT) systems has made dynamic (reconfigurable)
FSO networks more feasible than before [8]. In cooperative
dynamic FSO networks, nodes share their optical resources
(transmission rates) to keep connectivities between the back-
bone node and far nodes even in severe weather conditions. As
shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the links are reconfigured so that near
nodes act as virtual relays to survive far nodes in severe weather
conditions. Therefore, real-time monitoring and management
are important in mobile FSO networks in order to ensure the
network is operated effectively.

A. Related Work

Suitable FSO network topologies have been investigated to
mitigate severe weather conditions and provide the required
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Fig. 1. Typical wireless application for cooperative reconfigurable
FSO links in last-mile network. (A) In clear weather. (B) In foggy
weather.
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Fig. 2. Two forms for transceiver distribution. (A) Outer nodes are
equipped by one transceiver, while inner nodes are equipped by two
transceivers. (B) Outer nodes are equipped by one transceiver, while
inner nodes are equipped by one, two, or three transceivers.

quality of service (QoS) for different nodes. Specifically, serial-
relayed topology has been addressed, where multi-hop FSO
transmission takes advantage of the resulting shorter hops
[5,9]. Also, due to the resultant backup links, more robust
static FSO networks can be realized by implementing mesh
topologies [10,11]. Toward further improvements in the per-
formance of these FSO networks, optimal placement of relay
nodes in multi-hop networks and the number of transceivers
used in each node in mesh networks have been investigated
[12–15]. However, to enhance the reliability of these static
topologies, large numbers of redundant FSO transceivers have
to be installed, which results in higher implementation costs.

Through using improved PAT systems, better perfor-
mances have been demonstrated at much lower costs for
cooperative and non-cooperative dynamic FSO networks
[16–18]. Efficient resource allocation schemes have recently
been proposed to fairly allocate network resources among
different FSO nodes for certain FSO transceiver distribution
in cooperative dynamic FSO networks [17,19–21]. In non-
cooperative dynamic FSO networks, transmission rates of
virtual relays are not shared, and hence their link capacities are
increased to allow transmission of switched traffic [16].

Generally, to enable network reconfiguration, additional
FSO transceivers are installed on the inner nodes of the
network. However, the placement of these additional trans-
ceivers on the inner nodes plays an important role in network

performance [22]. For a given number of these additional
transceivers, many feasible transceiver placements can be
realized, as indicated in Fig. 2. Recently, optimal transceiver
placement and resource allocation schemes have been intro-
duced to enhance the reliability and fairness of dynamic
cooperative FSO networks [23–25]. These schemes exploit the
fact that cooperative dynamic FSO networks can be continu-
ally reconfigured to the optimal topologies (configurations)
that yield the best performance in given weather conditions.
Furthermore, FSO links could be added to other radio fre-
quency (RF) and visible light communication (VLC) systems
to enhance network performance. In [26,27], the perform-
ance of multi-hop hybrid FSO/RF networks is studied using
hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ). Efficient transceiver
placement and resource allocation schemes are proposed for
hybrid FSO/RF networks in order to enhance network per-
formance, especially in severe weather conditions [28–31]. In
Refs. [32,33], a hybrid FSO/VLC system is proposed as a solu-
tion to overcome the last-mile and last-meter access networks
bandwidth bottleneck.

B. Contributions

In this paper, two joint optimal transceiver and resource
allocation schemes are proposed for cooperative dynamic
FSO networks. The schemes aim to optimally place the FSO
transceivers among different nodes and then allocate network
resources to maximize network performance. Particularly, the
paper has the following contributions:

• Given the number of FSO transceivers installed in the
network as a cost constraint and the geographical distribu-
tion of nodes in the service area along with possibilities of
line-of-sight (LOS) connectivity among them, the optimal
transceiver placement is obtained once forever, based on the
annual weather distribution in the service area.

• Once the optimal placement of FSO links is deployed,
real-time optimal resource allocation is performed in various
weather conditions to achieve the best performance.

• The proposed schemes are formulated as multi-objective
and multilevel optimizations, where different prioritized
objectives—namely, network reliability, capacity, fairness, aver-
age transmitted power, and average bit error rate (BER)—are
targeted.

• The first proposed scheme prioritizes reliability as the
highest priority objective (essential objective of the dynamic
FSO network), then capacity, average transmitted power, and
average error rate in descending optimization order. In con-
trast, toward achieving higher reliability and fairness levels in
the network, the second scheme replaces the capacity objective
with the fairness objective.

• The proposed joint optimizations are carried out in two
steps. In the first step, optimal resource allocations are evalu-
ated for each feasible transceiver placement. In the second step,
the optimal transceiver placement is obtained by selecting from
all feasible placements the one that gives the highest annual
average performance.

• The resource allocation optimizations are modified
versions of the ones proposed in [17]. The modification is
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carried out by adding the objective of minimizing the number
of dropped nodes to the optimization.

• The impacts of transmission rate and transmitted
power adaptations for FSO links on network performance are
investigated.

• The performances of the proposed schemes are evaluated
in foggy weather conditions. The numerical results reveal that
the proposed schemes achieve better average network reliabil-
ity and bit rate fairness/capacity performance compared to
random placements.

• The degradation in network performance caused by non-
optimal transceiver placement is also illustrated.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
a FSO link model is illustrated. In Section 3, FSO placement
vector parameters are described. Section 4 is devoted to the for-
mulation of optimization problems of the proposed schemes.
In Section 5, the schemes’ complexity is discussed and com-
puted. Numerical evaluations of the proposed schemes are
presented in Section 6. Finally, the conclusions and remarks are
given in Section 7.

2. FSO LINK MODEL

Two main factors affect FSO link performance, namely, link
losses and noises. Link losses include both atmospheric and
geometric losses. Obviously, the air scattering, absorption, and
beam spreading result in link losses. The system noises include
background noise that comes from external radiation sources
along with dark current and thermal noises that are generated
from internal components of the optical receiver [34–36].

Many natural phenomena degrade the quality of optical
signal in the atmosphere such as fog, rain, and snow events.
The fog loss γfog, such as haze, low clouds, dust, and smoky
weather conditions, is defined by several empirical models. For
low visibility (V < 6 km) FSO links, the Kim model is the
most accurate [1]:

γfog = 10 log(exp[Q × L]) dB, (1)

where L is the distance in km, and Q is the total extinction
coefficient, given by

Q =
3.91

V
× (λ/550)−9 . (2)

Here, V is the visibility in km, λ is the wavelength in nm, and
9 is the distribution of scattering particle size, given by

9 =


1.6; V > 50,
1.3; 6< V < 50,
0.16V + 0.34; 1< V < 6,
V − 0.5; 0.5< V < 1,
0; V < 0.5,

(3)

where V is in km. In rainy weather, the attenuation is caused
by optical scattering due to droplets of water. The rain loss is
calculated using Japan’s empirical model [4]:

γrain = 1.58× D0.63
× L dB, (4)

where D is the rain fall rate in mm/h. In snowy weather, the
attenuation is wavelength sensitive, but the sensitivity is not

significant, i.e., the loss is approximately equal in a wide range
of wavelengths. The models for both wet (γsnoww ) and dry
(γsnowd ) snow losses are given by [4]

γsnoww = (1.02× 10−4λ+ 3.79)× S0.72
w × L dB,

γsnowd = (5.42× 10−5λ+ 5.50)× S1.38
d × L dB, (5)

respectively, where Sw and Sd are the wet and dry snow fall
rates in mm/h, respectively. Even in clear weather conditions,
geometric loss is present due to optical beam spreading through
the propagation in free space. This loss is calculated by [3]

γgeo = 10× log

(
dt + L ×2

dr

)2

dB, (6)

where dr is the receiver diameter in mm, dt is the transmitter
diameter in mm, and2 is divergence angle in mm · rad/km.

In this paper, the receiver diameter is assumed to be large
enough, so that the impact of weak turbulence is small, and
during severe weather conditions, the scintillation loss is rela-
tively small and can be neglected [5,37]. In this case, the total
FSO link equation is given as [38]

Pr = Pt × E t × Er × 10
(
−γ
10

)
, (7)

where Pr is the recieved power, Pt is the transmitted power, L
is the link length, E t is the transmitter optical efficiency, Er is
the receiver optical efficiency, and γ is total FSO link loss given
by [39]

γ = γfog + γrain + γsnoww + γsnowd + γgeo. (8)

It is remarkable that fog and rain rarely occur concurrently in
nature [40]. However, it can rain and snow simultaneously,
especially in the transition period during which snow is chang-
ing to rain or rain is changing to snow [41,42]. Therefore,
in foggy weather, γ = γfog + γgeo., while in rainy and snowy
weather, γ = γrain + γsnow + γgeo. [39].

In order to overcome these losses and maintain network per-
formance, FSO links could operate with variable transmitted
power and bit rate levels [43]. Obviously, in clear weather con-
ditions, the highest transmission rate with an acceptable error
rate is achieved by transmitting the lowest average power level.
In contrast, during bad weather conditions, the average BER is
maintained by increasing the level of transmitted power and/or
reducing the link transmission rate. However, the maximum
average transmitted power is restricted by eye safety regulations
[1,3,4].

When the background radiation level is relatively high, the
receiver thermal noise can be ignored, and the system noise is
modeled as a Poisson shot-noise-limited receiver. The prime
of the intensity modulation-direct detection (IM-DD), non-
return-to-zero on–off keying (NR-OOK) technique is used in
our performance evaluations [44]. Furthermore, in the con-
sidered geographical area, homogeneous weather is assumed,
i.e., all FSO links are affected by the same specific atmospheric
losses (dB/km) and background radiation levels. Clearly, this
assumption is valid as long as the coverage area is relatively
small.
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3. TRANSCEIVER PLACEMENT PARAMETERS
IN COOPERATIVE DYNAMIC FSO NETWORKS

In the considered cooperative dynamic FSO networks, under
clear weather conditions, all nodes are directly connected to the
central node for fair resource access, as indicated in Fig. 1(A).
However, in severe weather conditions, far nodes could switch
their direct links to other near nodes to maintain connectivity
to the central node, as indicated in Fig. 1(B). Particularly,
in fair cooperation, the node with a bad direct link switches
its traffic to a node with a better link, and the transmission
rate of the shared link is divided fairly. However, in reliable
cooperation, the node switches its traffic only in the case that
the direct link is dropped, and the minimum transmission rate
is offered. Clearly, in order to increase the number of alterna-
tive paths from/to a node, the number of installed transceivers
at this node must be increased, as indicated in Fig. 2. However,
a large number of redundant optical transceivers results in ris-
ing network cost, probability of misalignment, and link inter-
ference. Consequentially, efficient placement of FSO trans-
ceivers in FSO nodes is an essential issue in order to increase
network performance and reduce implementation cost.

Generally, the cooperative FSO network consists of N
nodes (v1, . . . , vN) with arbitrary geographical distribution
in addition to the backbone node v0. The geographical dis-
tribution of FSO nodes is obtained from traffic maps and
radio planning in the given service area. However, because
FSO is a LOS technology [1], the existing infrastructure and
geographical topology in the service area could prevent the
establishment of LOS connections between some nodes.
The LOS status between all nodes in the network is given by
(N + 1)× (N + 1)8= [8i, j ] matrix of binary indicators,
where 8i, j ∈ {0, 1}. If it is possible to establish LOS links
between nodes i and j , then 8i, j =8 j ,i = 1. Otherwise,
8i, j =8 j ,i = 0. In the considered FSO network, each node
is equipped with one optical transceiver to transmit/receive its
own traffic to the backbone node, which is equipped with N
optical transceivers.

In order to take advantage of the cooperative reconfigurable
FSO network, additional optical transceivers are imple-
mented. For any w additional transceivers in the network,
there are 3 possible transceiver placement vectors Za = [za

k ],
where za

k is the total number of optical transceivers at the
kth node, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, for the a th placement vec-
tor, a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 3}. Clearly, za

k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , w+ 1} and
w=

∑N
k=1(z

a
k − 1). Also, the number of nodes equipped with

s transceivers is given by na
s , where s ∈ {1, 2, . . . , w+ 1} and

N =
∑w+1

s=1 na
s . Limitingw≤ N, all possible Za vectors can be

summarized in a matrix H with dimension 3× N, and 3 is
bounded by the following inequality:

3<

[(
N
1

)
+

w−1∑
b=2

(
N
b

)
× (w− 1)b +

(
N
w

)]
, w≤ N.

(9)

In this upper bound, the first N vectors could be generated
by different combinations of one node (out of N FSO nodes)
equipped byw transceivers. The second term represents a com-
bination of b, 2≤ b ≤w− 1, nodes (out of N FSO nodes)

that could be equipped by w transceivers with all permuta-
tions of distributions, (w− 1)b . The reset of vectors could
be produced by different alternatives for w out of N FSO
nodes. Figure 2 shows two possible transceiver placements for
a network that has N = 9 and w= 4. Figure 2(A) represents
Z1 = (2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1), n1

1 = 5, and n1
2 = 4, while

Fig. 2(B) represents Z2 = (3, 2, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), n2
1 = 6,

n2
2 = 2, and n2

3 = 1.
The losses of all FSO links are summarized in an

(N + 1)× (N + 1)γ = [γi, j ] matrix, where γi, j is the
loss coefficient of the link between the transmitter of the
i th node and the receiver of the j th node. Clearly for any
i, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N}, 0≤ γi, j ≤ 1, γi,i = 0, and γi, j = γ j ,i .

It should be noted that for each transceiver placement vector
Za ∈ H, there is a number of feasible configurations βa that
could be realized by this placement. All associated configura-
tions with Za could be summarized in a connections matrix
Ga = [g a

i, j ,d ] with dimension (N + 1)× (N + 1)× βa ,
where g a

i, j ,d ∈ {0, 1} is the connection status between the
i th and j th nodes in configuration d ∈ {1, 2, . . . , βa }. The
connection between nodes i and j is established in configu-
ration d if g a

i, j ,d ≥ 1. Clearly, if there is no LOS connection
between nodes i and j , i.e., 8i, j = 0, then g a

i, j ,d = 0. The
upper bound of βa could be obtained from the symmetry
g a

i, j ,d = g a
j ,i,d and zero diagonal g a

i, j ,d = 0d th connection
matrix. The first row of the upper triangle of this matrix repre-
sents all connections to/from a backbone node with different∑N

k=1 (N − k + 1)k
(

N
k

)
combinations. The next na

1 rows

of the triangle represent the connections to/from all nodes that

have one transceiver, resulting in
na

1∏
i i=1

∑1
kk=0

(
N − i i

kk

)
dif-

ferent connections. The next na
2 rows of the triangle represent

the connections to/from all nodes that have two transceivers,

resulting in
na

2∏
i i=1

∑2
kk=0

(
N − i i − na

1
kk

)
different connections,

and so on. Therefore, βa is upper bounded by

βa <

N∑
k=1

(
N
k

)
(N − k + 1)−k

w+1∏
s=1

na
s∏

i i=1

s∑
kk=0

(
N − i i −

∑s−1
j j=1 na

j j

kk

)
.

(10)

At a given Za , all FSO links are assumed to have adaptive
average transmitted power, i.e., the power of the optical link
between nodes i and j in configuration d is one of discrete
values pa

i, j ,d ∈ {0, y1, y2, . . . , yY }, where y1 < y2 < · · ·< yY .
The average transmitted power of node k in configuration
d is pa

k,d =
∑N

j=0 pa
k, j ,d . However, to increase link capac-

ity and guarantee an error rate e a
i, j ,d less than a specified

maximum BER BERmax, the link between nodes i and j
in configuration d adapts its transmission rate ta

i, j ,d to be
one of discrete values, i.e., ta

i, j ,d ∈ {0, x1, x2 . . . , x X }, where
x1 < x2 < · · ·< x X . The transmission rate of node k in con-
figuration d is denoted by ta

k,d , where ta
k,d =

∑N
j=0 ta

k, j ,d .
The bit rate of node k (its own traffic) through connection
to node j in configuration d is denoted by r a

k, j ,d . The overall

bit rate of node k in configuration d is r a
k,d =

∑N
j=0 r a

k, j ,d .
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Obviously, r a
k,d ≤ ta

k,d , and for practical implementation, both
r a

k,d and ta
k,d∈ {0, x1, x2, . . . , x X }. The end-to-end BER of

the kth node e a
k,d is bounded by e a

k, j ,d ≤ e a
k,d ≤ BERmax. The

bit rates and BERs associated with all nodes in the feasible
configurations of Za could be summarized in N × βa matrices
Ra = [r a

k,d ] and Ea = [e a
k,d ], respectively.

The network capacity and average transmitted power asso-
ciated with configuration d are given by c a

d =
∑N

k=1 r a
k,d and

pa
d =

∑N
k=1 pa

k,d , respectively. Also, all capacity and power val-
ues associated with all feasible configurations are summarized
in vectors Ca = [c a

d ] and Pa = [pa
d ], with dimension 1× βa .

Network parameters:

H: Feasible configuration matrix3× N
γ : Loss coefficient matrix (N + 1)× (N + 1)

Ga : Configurations matrix (N + 1)×(N + 1)×βa

ta
i, j ,d : Transmission rate between links i and j in the

d th configuration
ta
k,d : Transmission rate of the kth node in the d th

configuration
r a

i, j ,d : Bit rate of the i th node to links i and j in the
d th configuration

r a
k,d : Bit rate of the kth node in the d th

configuration
Ra : Bit rate matrix βa × N

e a
i, j ,d : BER in link i– j in the d th configuration
e a

k,d : BER of the kth node in the d th configuration
Ea : BER matrix βa × N

BERmax: BER threshold
pa

i, j ,d : Average optical power of links i and j in the
d th configuration

pa
k,d : Average optical power of the kth node in the

d th configuration
Pa : Power vector βa × 1
c a

d : Capacity of the d th configuration in the a th
placement vector

Ca : Capacity vector βa × 1
za

k : Number of transceivers on the kth node
Za : a th placement vector
w: Additional number of transceivers in the

network

4. PROPOSED OPTIMAL FSO TRANSCEIVER
PLACEMENT SCHEMES

In cooperative dynamic FSO networks, in severe weather
conditions, far FSO nodes connect to close ones in order to
keep backhaul transmissions at one of the allowable discrete
rates that guarantee BERs less than a certain threshold. In
mobile networks, the network reliability metric is an impor-
tant objective because it can represent both the fairness and
capacity of the networks. It is also of growing interest because
any failure of FSO nodes may lead to discounting the services
for users in related areas, resulting in significant loss in both
data and revenue [45]. Therefore, the first priority objective in
cooperative dynamic FSO networks is to increase network reli-
ability in terms of minimizing the number of dropped nodes
under severe weather conditions. Moreover, given the place-
ment of FSO transceivers, optimal resource allocation schemes

could be implemented to efficiently allocate network resources
among different nodes in various weather conditions. In other
words, optimal resource allocation schemes are deployed to
increase network reliability as a fundamental objective, then
either raise fairness among different nodes or keep network
capacity at high atmospheric degradations. Resource allocation
relies on possibilities of network reconfiguration, and it yields
remarkable improvement in the performance by selecting the
best configurations in different weather conditions. Clearly,
as indicated by Eq. (10), these possibilities depend only on
the number of placed FSO transceivers at each node. Thus,
placement of FSO transceivers has a significant role and could
be optimized in order to enhance the performance of resource
allocation.

Transceiver placement and resource allocation schemes
could be formulated to meet multiple objectives such as maxi-
mizing reliability, capacity, and fairness, and/or minimizing
transmitted power and BERs. Clearly, raising network reliabil-
ity implies decreasing the number of dropped nodes; increasing
network capacity is achieved by maintaining the largest num-
ber of direct links to the central node, while enhancing fairness
means nearly the same bit rates are assigned to connective
nodes. In this section, two joint transceiver placement and
resource allocation schemes are proposed, namely, maximum
capacity optimal transceiver placement (MCOTP) and maxi-
mum fairness optimal transceiver placement (MFOTP). The
schemes aim at obtaining optimal transceiver placements,
based on the average performance of associated resource allo-
cations in different weather conditions, in order to achieve the
best average network performance for the given probability-
distribution function (PDF) of visibility, rain, or/and snow
droplet fall rates.

The dynamic FSO network performance obtained by any
resource allocation scheme in the d th configuration associated
with the Za placement vector could be presented by reliability
<

a
d , network capacity C a

d , fairness F a
d , average transmitted

power P a
d , and average error rate ξ a

d . Obviously, these metrics
are obtained from network matrices and vectors Ra , Ca , Pa ,
and Ea , respectively. Network reliability <a

d of configuration d
associated with transceiver placement a is computed from the
number of active (non-dropped) nodes as

<
a
d = 1/N ×

N∑
k=1

δa
k,d , δa

k,d =

{
1; r a

k,d > 0,
0; r a

k,d = 0
, (11)

where, δa
k,d is the node status coefficient. δa

k,d = 1 if node k is
active (r a

k,d > 0), and δa
k,d = 0 if node k is dropped (r a

k,d = 0).
Also, the Jains index 0≤ F a

d ≤ 1 is used to evaluate fairness
in assigned bit rates among surviving nodes [46]:

F a
d =

N×<a
d∑

k=1

r a
k,d

2/N ×<a
d ×

N×<a
d∑

k=1

(r a
k,d )

2

 . (12)

The average BER is computed as

ξ a
d =

1

c a
d

N∑
k=1

r a
k,d × e a

k,d . (13)
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Generally, the above metrics (objectives) conflict, and
optimal values (global maximum or minimum) for these
objectives cannot be achieved using one configuration. Thus,
multi-objective optimization is used to formulate the pro-
posed schemes. Particularly, lexicographic representations are
addressed, in which objective functions are arranged in order
of importance, then the objectives are optimized (maximized
or minimized) one by one sequentially [47]. In this formu-
lation, the MCOTP scheme sequentially optimizes reliability,
capacity, average transmitted power, and average error rate.
On the other side, MFOTP ignores capacity optimization
and sequentially optimizes reliability, fairness, average trans-
mitted power, and average error rate. Clearly, this enables the
MFOTP scheme to achieve higher fairness levels than those of
the MCOTP scheme. However, this comes with the price of
reducing network capacity.

Naturally, the FSO link is a quasi-static channel, so it can
maintain its performance for an interval of weather condi-
tions [37]. Also, at a given transceiver placement vector Za ,
a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 3}, and a specific value of visibility, there is
an optimal network configuration that achieves the highest
performance. However, a small change in visibility around
this value will result in the same optimal configuration: no
network reconfiguration if there are non-effective weather
changes. However, the loss intervals associated with each
transceiver placement vector Za are identified by numerical
evaluations, and it depends on optimization formulation,
geographical distribution of FSO nodes, and given transceiver
placement. Clearly, this means that for each placement vector
Za , there is a set of Ma optimal configurations associated with
Ma visibility intervals that cover the entire range of visibil-
ity. These intervals could be presented using loss intervals
1γa ,m , m ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , Ma }, with known PDF Pr(1γa ,m).
The optimal configurations associated with placement vector
Za are presented in matrix ∗Ga = [

∗g a
i, j ,m] with dimension

(N + 1)× (N + 1)×Ma . Clearly, the associated opti-
mized bit rate and error rate matrices are ∗Ra = [

∗r a
k,m] and

∗Ea = [
∗e a

k,m], respectively, each with dimension N ×Ma .
Also, the associated capacities, average powers, reliabilities,
and fairnesses are listed in vectors ∗Ca = [

∗c a
m],
∗Pa = [

∗ pa
m],

∗
<

a
= [
∗
<

a
m], and ∗F a

= [
∗F a

m], respectively, each with
dimension 1×Ma .

Among all feasible placement vectors listed in matrix H,
there is an optimal placement vector Za∗ that achieves the
highest constrained average network performance over the
entire visibility range. Clearly, toward obtaining this optimal
placement vector along with the associated optimal network
configurations, two optimization steps are performed (bi-level
optimization). In the first step, for each placement vector Za ,
optimal configuration matrices that optimize certain resource
allocation ∗Ga along with associated loss interval1γa ,m objec-
tives are obtained. In the second step of the optimization, the
optimal placement vector Za∗ ∈ H that achieves the highest
average performance along the entire atmospheric loss range
is obtained. The following subsections formulate the two
proposed joint placement and resource allocation schemes and
show the flowchart that describes them.

A. Maximum-Capacity Optimal Transceiver
Placement Scheme

The MCOTP scheme intends to optimize four performance
objectives. The scheme maximizes or minimizes them sequen-
tially based on the importance of each one. The MCOTP
scheme prioritizes network reliability as the highest priority
objective (essential objective of the dynamic FSO network),
then capacity, average transmitted power, and average error rate
in descending optimization order. The scheme is formulated
in two optimization steps. In the first step, among all feasible
βa configurations associated with placement vector Za , the
scheme obtains optimal Ma configurations (listed in the ∗Ga

matrix) along with their associated loss intervals 1γa ,m . In
the second step, the scheme determines optimal placement
vector Za∗ from all 3 feasible placement vectors that achieve
the highest average performance over the entire visibility
range. The steps are formulated using bi-level lexicographic
optimization as the following:

Step One: Obtaining Optimal Configurations ∗Ga for
Each Za .

Given : ς, Za , βa , γ, a ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 3}.

Max
d
: <

a
d = 1/N ×

N∑
k=1

δa
k,d ,

Max
d
:

{
c a

d =

N∑
k=1

r a
k,d : <

a
d =
∗
<

a
d

}
,

Min
d
:

{
pa

d =

N∑
k=1

pa
k,d : c

a
d =
∗ c a

d

}
,

Min
d
: ξ a

d =
1

c a
d

N∑
k=1

r a
k,d × e a

k,d : p
a
d =
∗ pa

d

d ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , βa },

Subject to:

δa
k,d =

{
1; r a

k,d > 0
0; r a

k,d = 0
,

r a
k,d =

N∑
i=0

r a
i,k,d , ta

k,d =

N∑
i=0

ta
i,k,d ,

r a
k,d ≤ ta

k,d , e a
i,k,d ≤ e a

k,d ≤ BERmax,

r a
k,d , r a

i, j ,d , ta
k,d , ta

i, j ,d ∈ {0, x1, . . . , x X },

pa
k,d =

N∑
i=0

pa
i,k,d , pa

i, j ,d ∈ {0, y1, y2, . . . , yY },

i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N}, j 6= i, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}.

Outputs : ∗Ga ,
∗Ca ,

∗Ra ,
∗Pa ,

∗Ea , 1γa ,m, Ma .
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Step Two: Obtaining Optimal Placement Vector Za∗

Given : ∗Ga ,
∗Ca ,

∗Ra ,
∗Pa ,

∗Ea , 1γa ,m, Ma , Pr(1γa ,m).

Max
a
:

{
�<a =

Ma∑
m=1

Pr(1γa ,m)1γa ,m ×
∗
<

a
m

}
,

Max
a
:

{
�c

a =

Ma∑
m=1

Pr(1γa ,m)1γa ,m ×
∗c a

m :�
<

a =
∗ �<a

}
,

Min
a
:

{
�p

a =

Ma∑
m=1

Pr(1γa ,m)1γa ,m ×
∗P a

m :�
c
a=
∗�c

a

}
,

Min
a
:

{
�ξ

a =

Ma∑
m=1

Pr(1γa ,m)1γa ,m ×
∗ξ a

m :�
p
a=
∗�p

a

}
,

a ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 3} .

Outputs : Za∗ ,
∗Ga∗ . (14)

In the first optimization step, for each transceiver placement
vector Za and weather condition (such as visibility value V ),
the scheme finds first the configurations that maximize net-
work reliability, i.e., the ones that have the maximum value in
reliability vector <a among all feasible configurations listed in
Ga . However, if there is more than one configuration that has
the same maximum reliability, the scheme selects from them
the ones that maximize network capacity. Moreover, if there is
still more than one configuration that has the same maximum
network capacity, the scheme selects from them the one that
minimizes the average transmitted power in the network.
Finally, if there is more than one configuration with the same
average transmitted power, the scheme selects the one that
achieves the minimum average BER in the network. Clearly,
in this optimization step, network capacity is constrained by
maximizing network reliability.

Several constraints are imposed in this step. The BER of
each node must be less than a predefined threshold. Also, only
specific discrete values for the bit rates, transmission rates,
and transmitted optical power are allowed. Obviously, each
optimal configuration is obtained at a specified visibility value.
However, there is a range of visibility in which the obtained
configuration has optimal performance. Thus, for each feasible
placement vector Za , the outputs of the first optimization step
are optimal Ma configurations (listed in the ∗Ga matrix) along
with specified Ma loss intervals 1γa ,m . Also, the associated
optimized matrices and vectors ∗Ra , ∗Ea , ∗Ca , and ∗Pa are
further obtained.

In the second optimization step, the optimal placement
vector Za∗ is obtained that achieves the highest average per-
formance over the entire visibility range. Particularly, for each
placement vector Za and using the PDF of associated atmos-
pheric loss intervals Pr(1γa ,m), the average performance is
computed for four objectives. The PDF of loss intervals is
known from the annual probability distribution of visibility
in specific geographical areas [48]. Several measurements have

been carried out in different cities around the world to develop
a PDF for fog attenuation, which is used to study and evaluate
the performance of FSO systems [49–52]. Also, historical
climate data can be accessed by using the websites of weather
forecasting centers, such as [53] in Canada. First, among all
feasible 3 placement vectors listed in matrix H, MCOTP
selects the placement vector that results in the highest average
reliability �<a . However, if there is more than one placement
vector that achieves the same maximum average reliability, the
scheme selects among them the one with the highest average
capacity �c

a . If there is still more than one placement vector
that has the same maximum average capacity and reliability,
the scheme selects sequentially the one with the lowest average
transmitted power �p

a , then lowest average BER �
ξ
a . The

result of this optimization step is the optimal placement vector
Za∗ and its associated optimal configurations ∗Ga∗ .

B. Maximum Fairness Optimal Transceiver
Placement Scheme

Toward achieving higher reliability and fairness levels in the
network, the capacity objective of MCOTP optimization is
replaced by the fairness objective resulting in the MFOTP
scheme. In other words, MFOTP aims to find the optimal
placement vector Za∗ that enhances average network reliabil-
ity then fairness (in terms of achieved bit rate for each node)
regardless of capacity performance. Obviously, the MFOTP
scheme achieves higher fairness levels than the MCOTP
scheme in the same weather conditions. The fairness objective
is formulated using lexicographic max-min optimization for
bit rates of all nodes. The MFOTP scheme is formulated like
the MCOTP scheme in two optimization steps as follows:

Step One: Obtaining Optimal Configurations ∗Ga for
Each Za .

Given : Za , βa , γ, a ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 3}.

Max
d
: <

a
d = 1/N ×

N∑
k=1

δa
k,d ,

Lex-Max-Min
d

: f a
d = [r

a
1,d , . . . , r a

k,d , . . . , r a
N,d ] : <

a
d =
∗
<

a
d ,

Min
d
:

{
pa

d =

N∑
k=1

pa
k,d : f a

d =
∗ f a

d

}
,

Min
d
: ξ a

d =
1

c a
d

N∑
k=1

r a
k,d × e a

k,d : p
a
d =
∗ pa

d

d ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , βa }, (15)
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Subject to:

δa
k,d =

{
1; r a

k,d > 0
0; r a

k,d = 0
,

r a
k,d =

N∑
i=0

r a
i,k,d , ta

k,d =

N∑
i=0

ta
i,k,d ,

r a
k,d ≤ ta

k,d , e a
i,k,d ≤ e a

k,d ≤ BERmax,

r a
k,d , r a

i, j ,d , ta
k,d , ta

i, j ,d ∈ {0, x1, . . . , x X },

pa
k,d =

N∑
i=0

pa
i,k,d , pa

i, j ,d ∈ {0, y1, y2, . . . , yY },

i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , N} , j 6= i, k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} .

Outputs : ∗Ga ,
∗Ca ,

∗Ra ,
∗Pa ,

∗Ea , 1γa ,m, Ma .

Step Two: Obtaining Optimal Placement Vector Za∗ .

Given : ∗Ga ,
∗Ca ,

∗Ra ,
∗Pa ,

∗Ea , 1γa ,m, Ma , Pr(1γa ,m).

Max
a
:

{
�<a =

Ma∑
m=1

Pr(1γa ,m)1γa ,m ×
∗
<

a
m

}
,

Max
a
:

{
� f

a =

Ma∑
m=1

Pr(1γa ,m)1γa ,m ×
∗F a

m :�
<

a =
∗ �<a

}
,

Min
a
:

{
�p

a =

Ma∑
m=1

Pr(1γa ,m) ·1γa ,m ·
∗P a

m :�
f
a =

∗ � f
a

}
,

Min
a
:

{
�ξ

a =

Ma∑
m=1

Pr(1γa ,m)1γa ,m ×
∗ξ a

m :�
p
a =

∗ �p
a

}
,

a ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , 3} .

Outputs : Za∗ ,
∗Ga∗ . (16)

5. MCOTP AND MFOTP SCHEME COMPLEXITY

The formulations of the MCOTP and MFOTP schemes are
classified as multiple objective-bilevel-integer linear program-
ming (MO-BL-ILP) problems. These problems could be
solved using an exhaustive search (ES) method to obtain the
optimal solutions. In the ES method, all feasible configurations
are first generated using the predefined constraints. Then,
the configurations are evaluated for the prioritized objective
functions to obtain the best solutions [54]. Scheme complexity
could be calculated in terms of the3, βa , N, Ma parameters as

0 ≈ O

(
N2

2

3∑
a=1

βa ×Ma + 4
3∑

a=1

Ma

)
. (17)

In this equation, the first term represents the approximated
complexity for obtaining the optimal configuration among

βa configurations for each possible placement a (first step
optimization). For each configuration associated with trans-
ceiver placement a , the schemes calculate bit rates (network
reliability), transmitted powers, and BERs for all nodes in
order to obtain optimal configurations ∗Ga . The computation
of BERs involves many multiplications that represent the most
important factor in computing scheme complexity. The aver-
age number of multiplications used to calculate the BERs of
all nodes in each configuration is N2/2. These multiplications
are computed for all loss intervals Ma . The second term repre-
sents the approximated complexity for obtaining the optimal
placement a∗ among all 3 feasible transceiver placements that
achieves the highest average network performance over the
entire Ma loss intervals (second step optimization). In this step,
the average performance of four objectives is computed with
equal complexity of Ma multiplications.

Clearly, at large values of N, 3, βa , and Ma , the formu-
lated problems cannot be solved in real-time environments.
Therefore, in practical scenarios, given the annual weather
distribution in the network area, the algorithms are solved
off-line to obtain the optimal placement and its associated
optimal configurations. The resultant placement is deployed,
and its associated configurations are listed and stored at the
backbone node in a lookup table indexed by the loss intervals.
The flowchart for real-time operation of the proposed joint
placement and resource allocation schemes is indicated in
Fig. 3. Initially, each node is equipped with the pre-computed
optimal number of FSO transceivers (once forever). The
operation of resource allocation requires that each node peri-
odically estimates the atmospheric attenuation of its FSO links.
Then, the estimated values from all nodes are forwarded to

Fig. 3. Flowchart showing the real-time operation of the proposed
schemes.
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Fig. 4. Time series of a continental fog event recorded on 28
September 2007 at Prague (Czech Republic), according to [26].

the backbone node. Then, the backbone node indexes the
stored lookup table by the received channel loss matrix and
gets the corresponding optimal configuration. If the obtained
configuration differs from the implemented one, the backbone
node broadcasts the new configuration to all nodes. Otherwise,
it keeps the current one.

The periodical time for channel estimation and network
reconfiguration depends on the change rate of weather con-
ditions. However, based on measured data of a continental
fog event recorded at Prague and indicated in Fig. 4 [55], the
fastest change rate of visibility is 3 m/s. On the other hand, as
indicated in the simulations, the FSO network is reconfigured
by changes larger than 200 m in visibility, and consequently,
the reconfiguration time is selected to be less than 1 min.
Furthermore, the FSO channel is classified as a quasi-static
channel, and each optimal configuration is associated with an
atmospheric attenuation range and not a specific value [55].
In a real-time sense, PAT switches FSO links (mechanically or
electronically) among different stored configurations according
to the atmospheric attenuation matrix.

6. SIMULATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, both the MCOTP and MFOTP schemes are
numerically evaluated for two different values of additional
transceivers w ∈ {3, 4}. The physical layout of the simu-
lated network is indicated in Fig. 5, where nine FSO nodes
are located uniformly in the network’s area. Furthermore,
the weather conditions of fog, rain, and snow rarely occur
concurrently, and this enables the study of fog impact
on network performance separately [5]. Also, visibility is
assumed to be homogeneous throughout the service area.
The simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1,
where the maximum bit rate is 1 Gbps, minimum bit rate
is 0.25 Gbps, maximum transmitted power is −15 dBm,
minimum transmitted power is −18 dBm, and threshold
BER is 10−4. Also, the receiver diameter is assumed to be
dr = 0.2 m, and the largest computed FSO link distance is
L = 3700 m. The aperture averaging is then calculated as
A= [1+ 1.33× (2π/λ× d2

r /L)]−7/5
= 0.0038. Clearly,

using this value of aperture averaging, the attenuation vari-
ance caused by weak turbulences has a small effect and can

Backbone node

3 km

3
k

m

1
km

1 km

0. 5 km

0.5
km

(1)(2)

(5)(6)

(7)(8)(9)

(4)

(3)

(0)

FSO node 

Fig. 5. Considered geographical area of the FSO network.

Table 1. Simulation Parameters

Link Parameters Values

Signal wavelength (λ) 1550 nm
Divergence angle (2) 2 mm · rad/m
Diameter of transmitter (dt ) 4 cm
Diameter of receiver (dr ) 20 cm
Average transmitted signal counts/slot 250,000
Average background counts/slot 50
Average transmitted power levels in dBm −(18, 17, 16.5, 16, 15)
Average background noise power −52 dBm
Discrete bit rates in Gbps 1, 3/4, 1/3, 1/2, 1/3, 1/4
Modulation formate NR-OOK
BER threshold (BERmax) 10−4

Area of FSO network 3× 3 km2

Area of FSO cell 1× 1 km2

be neglected [56]. Generally, including the fading caused by
weak or strong scintillations will not change the problem for-
mulation, and it could be added to other attenuations in the
channel loss matrix γ .

Generally, to achieve higher performances in cooperative
dynamic FSO networks, the additional FSO transceivers
have to be installed at inner nodes (that have shorter distances
to the center node) to enable them to act as relays for outer
nodes. For the considered network with ω= 4, the additional
transceivers are distributed on nodes 1, 2, 4, and 5, which
results in 29 different placements. However, to illustrate
the performance difference of various transceiver place-
ments, four placements Z1 = (1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 1, 1, 1, 1), Z2 =

(2, 2, 1, 1, 3, 1, 1, 1, 1), Z3 = (4, 1, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1), and
Z4 = (2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1) with ω= 4 are semi-randomly
selected and evaluated. Figures 6–8 demonstrate the per-
formance of the MCOTP scheme at low visibilities. Figure 6
indicates both the number of dropped nodes (reliability) and
the fairness versus visibility. Obviously, Z3 achieves the high-
est reliability (lowest number of dropped nodes), while Z1

gives the lowest one along all visibility ranges. Numerically at
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Fig. 6. Dropped nodes, reliability, and fairness performance of
Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 versus visibility for the MCOTP scheme at
w= 4.
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Fig. 7. Network capacity of Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4, along with opti-
mal configurations of Z3 versus visibility for the MCOTP scheme at
w= 4.

V = 1 km, Z1 has six dropped nodes (reliability of 0.33), and
Z4 has four dropped nodes (reliability of 0.54), while both Z2

and Z3 have three dropped nodes (reliability of 0.74). Also,
as fairness optimization is not included explicitly in the for-
mulation of MCOTP, the achieved fairness levels are relatively
low. Numerically for V ≥ 2.8 km, the fairness performances of
Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 are 0.88, 0.86, 0.84, and 0.84, respectively.

Figure 7 shows the network capacity on the left y axis for
the four placements. Obviously, all placements have nearly the
same capacity values at higher visibilities, i.e., at V ≥ 2.2 km.
However, at low visibilities, different placements achieve differ-
ent capacities. It is worth noting that the capacity of placement
Z3 is monotonically increased by increasing the visibility
except at V = 0.6 km, as indicated in Fig. 7. At this value, only
node 1 is active, and all other nodes are dropped, as indicated
in Fig. 6. This node is connected to the central node using four
FSO links, each with a capacity of 0.5 Gbps, resulting in total
network capacity of 2 Gbps. However, at V = 0.8 km, the
three additional transceivers existing on node 1 are used to con-
nect it to nodes 2, 4, and 5, each with a capacity of 0.25 Gpbs.
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Fig. 8. Average transmitted power and bit error rate for place-
ments Z2 and Z3 versus visibility for the MCOTP scheme in the case
of w= 4.

In this case, only one FSO link is used to connect node 1 to
the central node with total system capacity of 1 Gbps, which is
divided equally among the four active nodes.

In the same figure, the right y axis shows the index of
optimal configurations for Z3 versus visibility. However, this
placement has 16 feasible configurations. For visibility range
V ≥ 0.4 km, the placement vector Z3 has eight optimal net-
work configurations with indices {2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 13}. For
example, at 1.2 km≤ V ≤ 1.6 km, the network configuration
number 6 is the optimal one for MCOTP optimization and is
presented by the following connection matrix:

G3|6 =



0 2 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


.

Clearly, the eight loss intervals associated with the optimal con-
figurations of Z3 are 1γ3,1 = (0.4, 0.6), 1γ3,2 = (0.6, 0.8),
1γ3,3 = (0.8, 1), 1γ3,4 = (1, 1.2), 1γ3,5 = (1.2, 1.6),
1γ3,6 = (1.6, 1.8), 1γ3,7 = (1.8, 2.2), and 1γ3,8 = (V ≥
2.2). Figure 8 shows the average transmitted power and average
BER performance for placements Z3 and Z2. As shown, the
error performance does not exceed the threshold 10−4 for
the two placement vectors. Numerically, at V = 2 km, Z3

costs transmitter power of −7 dBm to achieve a capacity of
6 Gbps, while Z2 consumes−7.5 dBm and achieves 5.5 Gbps.
Furthermore, at higher visibilities, the network consumes
much less average power to maintain performance.

Figures 9 and 10 demonstrate the performance of the
MFOTP scheme at different visibility values. Figure 9 shows an
identical number of dropped nodes and reliability performance
for the MCOTP scheme shown in Fig. 6 for the same place-
ments Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4. This is because both the MFOTP
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Fig. 9. Dropped nodes, reliability, and fairness performance
of Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 versus visibility for the MFOTP scheme at
w= 4.
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Fig. 10. Network capacity of Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 along with opti-
mal configurations of Z3 versus visibility for the MFOTP scheme at
w= 4.

and MCOTP schemes have the maximization of network
reliability as the first priority objective in their optimizations.
However, the difference between the MFOTP and MCOTP
schemes is in the achieved fairness and capacity performances.
Clearly, Figs. 6 and 9 show that the fairness performance
of the MFOTP scheme outperforms that of the MCOTP
scheme. MFOTP achieves max-min fairness, which guarantees
higher fairness among all nodes. Numerically, placements
Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 gradually realize the maximum fairness
of 1 at V = 2.5, 3.4, 3.2 and 3.4 km, respectively. Although
Z1 achieves the best fairness performance between surviving
(connected) nodes, it has low reliability performance.

Figure 10 shows the network capacity performance for
the four placements. Clearly, the capacities of all place-
ments increase at higher visibilities. However, the capacity
achieved by MCOTP is higher than that achieved by the
MFOTP scheme, as indicated in Figs. 7 and 10. Numerically
at V = 2.2 km, MCOTP realizes 7 Gbps by all placements,
while MFOTP achieves 7, 7, 6, and 5.5 Gbps by Z2, Z4,
Z1, and Z3, respectively. Also, Fig. 10 shows the indices
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Fig. 11. Network reliability, dropped nodes, and fairness perform-
ance of placements Z1|w=3 and Z1|w=4 versus visibility for MCOTP.

of optimal configurations associated with Z3 versus vis-
ibility. Clearly, nine optimal configurations with indices
{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 14, 15} out of 16 feasible ones are used
to reconfigure the network for the entire visibility range.
For example, at visibility ranges 2.2 km≤ V ≤ 3 km and
3 km≤ V , the best network configurations for optimal
resource allocation are 14 and 15, respectively. In conclusion
and according to Figs. 6–10, at ω= 4, Z3 presents the best
placement vector among all possible vectors for both schemes.

Figures 11 and 12 show the performance achieved
by using different numbers of redundant transceiv-
ers along with non-optimal placement. Specifically,
the performances of two different placements, namely,
Z1|w=3 = (2, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1) at ω= 3 and Z1|w=4 =

(1, 1, 1, 2, 4, 1, 1, 1, 1) at ω= 4, are compared for the
MCOTP scheme. Figure 11 illustrates the network reliabil-
ity and fairness performance for those placement vectors.
Numerically, for 0.6 km≤ V ≤ 1.2 km, Z1|w=3 realizes
higher network reliability and lower number of dropped
nodes compared with Z1|w=4. Also, for 1 km≤ V ≤ 2.2 km,
Z1|w=3 achieves higher fairness performance than that of
Z1|w=4. However, at 1.4 km≤ V ≤ 2.2 km, Z1|w=4 achieves
higher network capacity than that of Z1|w=3, as indicated
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Fig. 12. Network capacity of Z1|w=3 and Z1|w=4 along with
optimal configurations of Z1|w=3 versus visibility for the MCOTP
scheme.
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in Fig. 12. As a result, a small number of optimally placed
redundant transceivers can achieve better performance than
that of many un-optimally placed ones. Thus, optimal trans-
ceiver placement plays an important role in the performance
of cooperative dynamic FSO networks. Figure 12 shows the
indices of optimal reconfiguration associated with Z1|w=3

versus visibility. Along the entire visibility range, the placement
vector Z1|w=3 has seven optimal configurations with indices
{2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, which achieve the best resource allocation
for the MCOTP scheme.

7. CONCLUSION

Two joint placement and resource allocation schemes,
MCOTP and MFOTP, are proposed to improve the average
reliability and capacity or reliability and fairness performance
of cooperative dynamic FSO networks, respectively. Each
scheme is formulated as a MO-ML-ILP problem and is solved
by the ES method to guarantee the optimality of the solu-
tion(s). Both schemes are evaluated and compared in foggy
weather conditions. By using fewer optical transceivers, our
results reveal that the proposed schemes achieve better average
network reliability and bit rate fairness/capacity performance
compared to random locations.
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